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Abstract

Titanium (Ti) alloys can be applied to various products in aircraft, automotive and motor cycles industries because of their weight reduction effects, superior mechanical responses and high corrosion resistance. Ti-6Al-4V (Ti64) is one of the most common Ti alloys used in structural components. It shows a high tensile strength of 900MPa or more. On the other hand, the poor elongation of about 10% is one of the disadvantages of Ti64 alloys. In addition, high cost additional elements such as vanadium and difficult melting processes increase the total material cost of Ti64. That is why its applications are limited to high-performance products.

In this study, a highly strengthened pure titanium has been developed using high-purity titanium powder (HP-Ti) by elemental mixing with titanium oxide (TiO₂) powder and avoiding the melting process. The main strengthening mechanism of this material is the oxide dispersion strengthening (ODS) by elementally mixed TiO₂ in fine dispersoids. Elementally mixed powder of HP-Ti and TiO₂ was consolidated by the spark plasma sintering (SPS) process. To improve the ductility of sintered material, hot extrusion was applied to sintered HP-Ti. For example, the extruded HP-Ti mixed with 0.8wt% of TiO₂ particles indicated a high tensile strength of 863MPa and good elongation of 26.7%.
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1. Introduction

Titanium based materials are widely used in aerospace, automotives, biomedical and marine applications because of their superior properties, e.g. light weight, excellent mechanical strength and good corrosion resistance[1]. Ti-6Al-4V (Ti64) is the most typical Titanium alloy, and it is applied in many industrial sectors. Ti64 has an excellent tensile strength of 900MPa or more. However, its application is limited because of the low ductility, poor formability and high material cost. From the view point of cost reduction of titanium alloys, cheaper alloying elements are used instead of the rare earth metals such as vanadium (V)[2,3]. In addition, aluminum (Al) can be replaced by other low cost elements such as oxygen (O) or nitrogen (N)[3]. However, this needs an immense amount of energy and special equipment for the melting process of titanium alloy because of its high melting temperature and easy reactivity.

The use of continuous fiber reinforcements is one of the popular methods to improve the mechanical properties of titanium. Silicon carbide (SiC) fibers have been used to reinforce Ti alloys. It is also greatly effective in improving the high temperature strength and creep properties of titanium[3,4]. On the other hand, the addition of the expensive SiC fibers increases the total material cost. In addition, the large difference of coefficients of thermal expansion between fiber and matrix cause residual thermal stresses. These drawbacks limit the application of SiC fiber reinforced titanium[5].

Dispersion strengthening is another method to obtain excellent mechanical properties of titanium. There are many kind of dispersoids, i.e. whiskers, intermetallic compounds or ceramics[6,7]. In general, in-situ formed hard and fine dispersoids are effective for improving the mechanical responses of the composite materials, compared to those produced via traditional mixing processes. Therefore, in-situ formation of strengthening particles has been drawing interest in recent years, and its mechanical properties are often investigated[2,3,8]. In addition, the use of in-situ TiC formation by using cheap carbon black fine particles and the powder metallurgy (P/M) method resulted in a good balance of high tensile strength.
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strength and elongation\textsuperscript{14}). The use of in-situ formed particles is expected to improve the strengthening effect without remarkable increases in material cost by avoiding the use of expensive alloying elements.

In previous studies, pure titanium was employed as a starting material, and different strengthening mechanisms without any alloying elements were investigated. For example, pure titanium with ultrafine grain structures fabricated via equal channel angular pressing (ECAP)\textsuperscript{15,16} or high pressure torsion (HPT)\textsuperscript{17} showed grain sizes less than 500nm, and superior tensile strengths of 1200MPa or more\textsuperscript{18}. This indicates that extreme grain refinement by applying solid state processing is effective in improving the mechanical response of pure titanium.

In the author's past study, in-situ formed titanium oxide (TiO\textsubscript{2}) dispersion strengthening and grain refining were applied to improve the mechanical properties of pure titanium. The obtained material had the mean grain size of 6.51\textmu m and oxygen content of 2400ppm. It showed a good balance of tensile strength of 640MPa and elongation of 17.2\%\textsuperscript{19}, but the strengthening effect of grain refinement was not so large. That is because its grain size was larger than 5\textmu m, which was too large to obtain enough strengthening effect. In addition, obtaining bulk material with sub-micron microstructure needs some complicated processes. Compared with that, ODS material is much easier way to make the bulk material, and very effective for improving the mechanical properties of pure titanium.

In the present study, high-purity (HP) Ti powder was employed as a starting material, and TiO\textsubscript{2} particles were used as reinforcements. TiO\textsubscript{2} powder was elementally mixed with HP-Ti powder. The mixed powder was sintered by the spark plasma sintering (SPS) process, and its compact was consolidated into full density by hot extrusion. Mechanical properties and microstructural observations were applied to the wrought composite materials.

2. Experimental procedure

An elemental mixing process of HP-Ti powder and TiO\textsubscript{2} particles was employed to obtain ODS HP-Ti powder materials. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation images of HP-Ti powder, TiO\textsubscript{2} particles and elementally mixed powder are indicated in Fig. 1 (a), (b) and (c). The mean particle size of HP-Ti powder and TiO\textsubscript{2} particles is 25\textmu m and 0.45\textmu m, respectively. These powders were mixed with the percentage of TiO\textsubscript{2} of 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 (wt\%). They were mixed by table ball milling (TBM) equipment. In the process of mixing, a low revolution speed of 90rpm was applied. After 7.2ks milling treatment, it was checked whether they were completely mixed or not by visual observation. When the aggregate of TiO\textsubscript{2} particles were observed, the additional mixing treatment with a few amount of zirconia balls was applied until the aggregate becomes invisible. SEM observation images of mixed powder containing 0.8wt\% TiO\textsubscript{2} particles is shown in Fig. 1 (c). The dispersed TiO\textsubscript{2} particles are indicated by arrows on the surface of HP-Ti powder.

Completely mixed powder was sintered by SPS at 1073K for 1.8ks in a vacuum atmosphere. The applied pressure was 30MPa. Sintered compacts, having 42mm diameter and 97~98\% relative density, were heated at 1273K for 180s in Ar gas, and immediately consolidated by hot extrusion. The extrusion ratio of 37 was used, and extruded rods of 7mm diameter were obtained. Tensile test specimens were machined from the extruded rods, and were evaluated under a strain rate of 5\times10\textsuperscript{-4}/s.

Specimens for microstructural observation by optical microscope (OM) and SEM were prepared as follows; first, specimens were ground using emery paper of 4000 grit, and next, polished using alumina (Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}) fine particles solution. Before observation, the polished surface was treated by etching solution.

3. Results and discussions

Figure 2 shows the morphological changes of HP-Ti powder extruded materials with TiO\textsubscript{2} additions. The mean grain size of each extruded material is indicated at the left lower corner of image. It shows that the addition of TiO\textsubscript{2} particles affects the grain size. The grains become finer with the increase of TiO\textsubscript{2} content. This is because the dispersed TiO\textsubscript{2} particles exert the pinning effect of Ti grains during SPS process.

Oxide dispersion morphology was observed by SEM and the obtained images are shown in Fig. 3. Many needle-like white dispersoids are obviously detected in the matrix of both oxide additional ratios. High magnification images are shown in Fig. 3 (c) and (d). In the case of 0.8wt\% TiO\textsubscript{2} contents, there are many small white dispersed particles which are indicated by white arrows in the image (d). On the other hand, there are almost no white particles in the case of 0wt\% TiO\textsubscript{2} content. The needle-like dispersoids and small particles are titanium oxide. This is confirmed by a peak of TiO\textsubscript{2} detected in all X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) patterns of TiO\textsubscript{2} concentrations, including 0wt\%. In conclusion, the small TiO\textsubscript{2} dispersoids are due to admixture of TiO\textsubscript{2} particles, and the needle-like TiO\textsubscript{2} particles are generated by natural oxidation during mixing process by using TBM equipment.

Figure 4 shows the dependence of micro Vicker's
hardness of extruded Ti materials on the amount of TiO₂ content. It becomes larger with increasing TiO₂ additive content, and mostly proportional to its content. The hardening ratio of HP-Ti with ODS material is shown to be 192Hv./TiO₂(wt%). This indicates that the elemental mixture of titanium powder and TiO₂ fine particles is effective for improving the hardness of pure titanium.

Stress-strain curves of tensile test results are shown in Fig. 5. Three specimens were prepared from each extruded rod. Their work-hardening behaviors are very similar to each other. Figure 6 shows the average tensile properties of each extruded rod and dependence of its properties on TiO₂ content. It shows that the 0.2%YS and UTS are obviously improved with increase of the TiO₂ content. For example, the specimen containing 0.8wt% TiO₂ shows excellent 0.2%YS of 703MPa and UTS of 863MPa. In addition, the elongation over 25% was obtained in spite of the remarkable increase of its tensile strength.

To understand the strengthening effect of dispersed TiO₂ particles, it is necessary to consider the effect of Ti grain refinement. As mentioned above, the grain size of powder extruded material reinforced with TiO₂ particles becomes smaller than that of Ti material with no TiO₂. The grain size effects on the 0.2%YS is well known through the Hall-Petch equation \(\sigma = \sigma_0 + k_d^{1/2} \cdot d^{-1/2}\). The coefficient of the relationship between the grain size and 0.2%YS of the conventional pure titanium is reported as 18MPa/mm\(^{1/2}\). Strengthening due to grain refinement is calculated by that coefficient value and grain size of extruded material, and omitted from the 0.2%YS of extruded HP-Ti via elemental mixing process. The calculated 0.2%YS are shown in Fig. 7. Closed marks indicate the experimentnal measurement of 0.2%YS, and opened marks mean modified values of 0.2%YS by omitting the strengthening amount of grain refinement. It is concluded that the strengthening effect of dispersed TiO₂ particle is indicated as 275MPa/TiO₂(wt%).

Fig. 1 SEM observation to reveal the powder shape and mixing morphology of HP-Ti powder and TiO₂ particles. (a) HP-Ti powder (raw Material), (b) TiO₂ particles and (c) after mixed powder.

Fig. 2 Optical microscope observation of extruded HP-Ti dispersed with each amount of TiO₂ content. (a) 0wt%, (b) 0.2wt%, (c) 0.4wt%, (d) 0.6wt% and (e) 0.8wt%.
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4. Conclusion

The elementally mixing process of HP-Ti powder and TiO₂ particles was used to fabricate highly strengthened pure titanium materials with a cost effect by using cheap TiO₂ particles. The conclusions in this study are as follows;

1. Elemental mixing process was remarkably effective for providing a uniformly mixed powder, and resulted in the uniform dispersion of TiO₂ particles in the matrix of wrought Ti materials.

2. Micro vicker's hardness of powder extruded material was improved by dispersed fine TiO₂ particles, and the hardening ratio was shown as 192Hv./TiO₂[wt%].

3. TiO₂ dispersion strengthening effect by elemental mixture of TiO₂ particles and titanium powder was effective for improving the tensile properties of the extruded pure Ti powder material, and its strengthening effect on 0.2%YS was calculated as 275MPa/TiO₂[wt%].

4. Elongation showed no significant decrease while YS and UTS increased remarkably with increase of TiO₂ additives.
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